This thesis presents part-based approaches to object class detection in single 2D images, relying on prebuilt CAD models as a source of synthetic training data. Part-based models, representing an object class as a deformable constellation of object parts, have demonstrated state-of-the-art results with respect to object class detection. Typically, the majority of partbased approaches rely on real training images of publicly available image data sets and consequently, the positive output of those detectors is restricted to the viewpoints which are represented by those real training images. However, progress in the domain of computer graphics enables the generation of photorealistic renderings on demand from a database of CAD models, which can serve as training source for learning an object class detection approach. In this thesis, we present part-based object class detection methods which are based on synthetically generated positive training images and real negative training images, thereby combining the advantages of the two domains described above. More specifically, photorealistic object parts, representing the object class being trained, are learnt in an unsupervised way without requiring any manual bounding box, object part, or viewpoint annotations during the training process. The established object parts are efficiently combined into an object class detection framework relying on two part-based models with different learning paradigms. In addition, we outline an extension of our detection framework which is able to cope with multiple object classes. The approaches to object class detection are evaluated on standard benchmark data sets and achieve state-of-the-art results with respect to object class detection in single 2D images. The volume of data transmitted across wireless and mobile networks continues to grow at a rapid rate. Videos already account for most of this data traffic, and their share is expected to grow even bigger in the near future. The thesis presents a novel video service architecture designed to optimise video streaming according to wireless network capacity in order to achieve improved quality and efficient network resource usage. The solution essentially enables Quality of Service (QoS) sensitive video streaming services to take full advantage of the access diversity of heterogeneous wireless networks and to adapt efficiently to available The proposed architecture relies on end-to-end crosslayer signaling and control for video streaming optimization. The architecture supports extensive context information collection and transfer in heterogeneous networks; thus, enabling the efficient management of video stream adaptation and user terminal mobility in a diverse and dynamic network environment. The thesis also studies and proposes cross-layer enhancements for adaptive video streaming and mobility management functions enabled by the cross-layer architecture. These include cross-layer video adaptation, congestion-triggered handovers, and concurrent utilization of multiple access networks in the video stream transport. For the video adaptation and multipath transmission, the flexible adaptation and transmission capabilities of the novel scalable video coding technology are used. Regarding the mobility management, the proposed solutions essentially enhance the handover decision-making of the Mobile IP protocol to better support QoS-sensitive video streaming. Finally, the thesis takes a holistic view on the application adaptation and mobility management, and proposes a solution for coordinated control of these two operations in order to achieve end-to-end optimization.
The resulting mobile video streaming system architecture and the cross-layer control algorithms are evaluated using network simulations and real prototypes. Based on the results, the proposed mechanisms can be seen to be viable solutions for improving video streaming performance in heterogeneous wireless networks. They require changes in the communication end-points and the access network but support gradual deployment. This allows service providers and operators to select only a subset of the proposed mechanisms for implementation. The results also support the need for cross-layer signaling and control in facilitating efficient management and utilization of heterogeneous wireless networks. Video streaming has gone a long way from its early years in the 90's. Today, the prevailing technique to stream live and video on demand (VoD) content is adaptive HTTP segment streaming as used by the solutions from for example Apple, Microsoft, and Adobe. The reasons are its simple deployment and management. The HTTP infrastructure, including HTTP proxies, caches and in general Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), is already deployed. Furthermore, HTTP is the de facto standard protocol of the Internet and is therefore allowed to pass through most firewalls and Network Address Translation (NAT) devices. The goal of this thesis is to investigate the possible uses of adaptive HTTP segment streaming beyond the classical linear streaming and to look at ways to make HTTP servers dealing with HTTP segment streaming traffic more efficient.
In addition to the deployment and management benefits, the segmentation of video opens new application possibilities. In this thesis, we investigate those first.
For example, we demonstrate on the fly creation of custom video playlists containing only content relevant to a user query. Using user surveys, we show, that it not only saves time to automatically get playlists created from relevant video excerpts, but the user experience increases significantly as well.
However, already the basic capabilities of HTTP segment streaming, i.e., streaming of live and on demand video, are very popular and are creating a huge amount of network traffic. Our analysis of logs provided by a Norwegian streaming provider Comoyo indicates that a substantial amount of the traffic data must be served from places other than the origin server. Since
